Image Consultations for Men
Color Consultation
Clothes matter and color is the first thing people notices. Achieve a polished,
put together look on a daily basis and project self-confidence and professionalism.
In a customized color consultation you will know what shades to wear and avoid and how to combine
colors successfully. Learn the psychology behind the colors and how to use them to your advantage –
personally and professionally.

COLOR SESSION INCLUDES:





45-Fabric swatch packet
Your “Personal Signature” colors
Color combinations specific to your coloring/contrast
Complete accessory consultation
(colors for shoes, jewelry, glasses, etc.)
Individualized starting wardrobe guide
Hair color recommendation (if applicable)




Price: $175* Individual

Individual Sessions 1.5 hours

*Group discounts available

Style Consultation
It’s more than just choosing clothes –
It’s the science of body shape, proportions, profession and lifestyle to look
and present your best.
Discover the styles that fit and flatter your body, personality, and lifestyle. S tyle begins with
knowledge of your basic image type and body line and design. From there you can dress who you are
and make the most of what you’ve got – every day… effortlessly!

STYLE SESSION INCLUDES:



Wardrobe Profile – specifically designed for YOU!
Personalized Style Booklet to guide you in choosing:





Hairstyles and Facial Hair
Glasses




Shirts and Jackets
Fabric and Prints

Jewelry



Slacks

Price: $195 Individual Session time: 1.5 hours

Call or Email Jill today to set up your session: jill@jillswanson.com 507-250-2030

Closet & Wardrobing
Transform your closet. Let Jill help you minimize, organize and accessorize. A personal
“closet audit” will bring peace and order -- and style into your life!






Know what to keep, toss, give, and buy
Have more outfits and less clothes & digital pictures of outfits
Maintain a clutter-free closet
How to have a “grab and go” wardrobe
Take the guesswork out of getting dressed in the morning.

Closet hourly rate: $100*
*Travel charges may be applicable

Let Jill minimize your wardrobe and maximize your style today…
Call or email for your appointment to get started! 507-250-2030 jill@jillswanson.com

Personal Shopping
Let Jill do the work for you.
She can shop with you, or pre-shop the stores and take you on a fast shopping pass to fit your
specific needs. Jill’s mission is to empower you to consistently make wise wardrobe choices that
make you look your best.
Shopping hourly rate: $100* (3 hour Minimum)
*Travel charges may be applicable

Note – Jill’s average client wardrobe budget ranges from $200 to $2500, her goal is to work with what
you have in your closet and shop within your range whether it be consignment stores or Nordstroms &
Neimans.

Contact Jill today to book your appointment jill@jillswanson.com

507-250-2030

